GAMER™

Control Solutions for the Next Wave of Digital Interactive Services

The Gamer delivers high-quality interactive TV-gaming with hot-keys that respond quickly and effectively to every key-press. Universally designed for use with set-top boxes and TV volume control, the Gamer features two high-intensity IR emitting LED’s for maximum angle and top-performance.

Inside the Gamer’s intuitive design, UEI’s software delivers enhanced key handling, especially for low latency protocols. The Gamer can be fitted with two-way XMP capability for truly reliable, multi-user gaming.

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

- Controls 2 devices
- Two Infrared (IR) Diodes
- Supports all Digital Set-Top Box Protocols Designed for Use in North America
- Preset to Cable Set-Top Box
- Step and Set Library Search
- Cable ID Code Lock
- Patented Macros
- Custom Colors
- Custom Finishes
- Custom Logo

GUARANTEED COMPATIBILITY

World-Class Connectivity Software

- UEI delivers the largest and most comprehensive infrared (IR) library in the world.

Patented Upgradeability

- Easily extend the life of the Gamer by updating the control with additional IR codes as new devices enter the market.
Highlight Features

**EASE OF USE >>**

**TV/Set-Top Box Functionality** - All game related functions are directly accessible, as well as TV power and volume keys are available on request.

**Ergonomic Design** - Intuitively designed keys, color coded, logically grouped, combined with an ergonomic design result in a comfortable and easy to use product.

**Permanent Code Retention** - Non-volatile memory ensures code and ID defaults are never lost, even after battery changes.

**ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITY >>**

**Patented Macros** - Provide easy access to dedicated services, like a game channel, by transmitting multiple IR commands with the press of a single key.

**XMP Multiplayer Protocol** - UEI’s extensive multimedia protocol allows efficient, accurate two-way communication between the gamer and digital set-top box for up to 32 players.

**CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS >>**

**Top Case Color** - Give product distinction by selecting the color of your choice.

- Tidal Wave
- Firestorm
- Recon
- Lightning Run

**Finish** - Choice of metallic top case and/or velvet finish bottom case.

---

**About Universal Electronics** - Founded in 1986, Universal Electronics Inc. (UEI) is the global leader in wireless control technology for the connected home. UEI designs, develops, and delivers innovative solutions that enable consumers to control entertainment devices, digital media, and home systems.

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Materials**
- Plastic Housing - ABS
- Keypad - Silicon rubber

**Packaging**
- Each unit individually wrapped in polyethylene bag
- Each unit ships with one manual

**Power Supply**
- 2 AA batteries

**Transmit Range**
- Direct line of sight - 15 m (50 feet)

**Dimensions**
- Length - 110 mm (4.3 in)
- Width - 160 mm (6.3 in)
- Depth - 22 mm (0.9 in)

**CUSTOM SERVICES**

Custom Logo (up to four colors)

---

**APPLICABLE PATENTS**

- Direct Code Setup - 6,587,067
- Code Verification - 6,496,135
- Learning - 6,097,309; 6,522,262; 5,532,463
- Macro - 5,959,751
- Upgrade - 4,959,810; 5,228,077; 5,255,313
- Upgrade via 6-Pin - 4,959,810; 5,255,313; 5,414,761; 5,953,144
- As well as other patents issued or pending